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Looking for help with your physics class? Or, are you wanting to understand the basic physics of
electricity and electric circuits?Sarah Allen is a physics tutor with a degree in physics and a
masters in cognitive psychology who has been tutoring physics one-on-one for over fifteen
years. She has helped hundreds of students master physics concepts and succeed in their high
school and college classes.In Electric Circuits, she explains the basics of current, voltage, and
resistance in a way that is fun and easy to understand. She has also continuously updated this
book based on reviewer feedback, and it is over twice as long as when it was first published.It
includes over fifty practice problems as well as links to additional fun content like YouTube
videos, flashcards, and simulations.



Electric CircuitsWelcome to this tutorial on electric circuits. This tutorial covers some of the
basics, including current, resistance, voltage, Ohm’s Law, and Kirchhoff’s Laws.If you get
confused while working on it, please email me at SarahAllenPhysics@gmail.comso I can
improve it!Or, say hello on my website: StickFigurePhysicsTutorials.comA note about links:
There are a ton of amazing resources online; great youtube videos, blog posts, and simulations,
and I wanted to include them here in this book so that you can do more than just read about
physics. However, I’m sure these links will break at some point. So, if you come across a broken
one, please email me and I’ll fix it. Also, I’ve included the title and author of every link, so you
should still be able to find them by searching.Table of ContentsConductorsCurrentFun
StuffResistanceFun StuffVoltageFun Stuff:Circuit DiagramsSeries and ParallelFinding
Equivalent ResistanceFun StuffOhm’s LawFun StuffKirchhoff’s Loop LawThe Node LawExample
Circuit ProblemUsing Matrices to Solve CircuitsCapacitorsFun StuffRC Circuits and Time
ConstantsCombining CapacitorsA Cool Use for CapacitorsFun StuffSummaryFurther
ResourcesFlashcardsConductorsA conductor is something that electric current can flow
through. An insulator is something that electric current has a hard time flowing through.Electric
current is simply electrons moving around. Some materials hold their electrons very tightly so
they can’t move (these are insulators,) some have electrons that can move around (these are
conductors.)CurrentElectric current is made up of electrons moving through a conductor. Here
is a zoomed-in view of part of a wire:This is REALLY not drawn to scale. The positively charged
things are nuclei, the little green circles are electrons. Also, the electrons don’t just travel in one
direction, they bounce all over the place, but if there is current then overall they do move in one
direction.Even though the electrons are moving to the right, we say that the current is going to
the LEFT. It’s the opposite.The symbol for current is I, and it is measured in Amps, which are
Coulombs per Second. (Because current is flowing charge, it is measured in the amount of
charge (coulombs) that flow through the wire per second.Fun StuffThis is a kind of silly PhET
simulation of what happens when you scuff your feet on the carpetResistanceResistance is a
measure of how hard it is for current to flow through something.Here is an analogy. Imagine you
are an electron. You are at school trying to get to your next class. A low-resistance hallway
looks like this:A high-resistance hallway looks like this:Or maybe like this:Resistance is
measured in Ohms:Fun StuffHere’s a good PhET simulation that shows the resistance in a wire
and how it is calculated:Before you play around with it, make a prediction. Will increasing the
area of the wire increase or decrease the resistance? Will increasing the length increase or
decrease the resistance?The lower case ‘p’ (pronounced rho) stands for the resistivity, which is
basically a measure of how hard it is for current to flow through that specific material.As you’re
playing around with it, keep two constant and just vary one of them. Which factors increase the
resistance?VoltageVoltage is a pretty confusing concept. It’s confusing because it’s an abstract
concept based on another abstract concept. It is the change in potential energy per charge from



one place to another.You can also think of it as the “push” on the electrons in a conductor. First,
what is potential energy? It is “the ability to do work.” We know that things that have lots of
potential energy have lots of potential to do things, like move. Here are some ways you can have
potential energy:This last one is especially important for circuits. Like charges will repel each
other. If there is a place for them to flow to, they will flow away from one another, losing potential
energy. We never talk about the “voltage” of a certain place. We only talk about “voltage drops”
or the voltage between two places. Because, what we care about is the CHANGE in potential
energy per charge from place to place.Some books call voltage voltage, others call it the
“electric potential difference” and later it might be referred to as the “electromotive force” (emf.)
These are all the same thing.Voltage is measured in volts. Or, joules per coulomb (energy per
charge!)Possible sources of voltage:The second one just means that the difference in potential
energy per unit charge between the top ball and the bottom ball is 12 volts. It’s exactly the same
as if there were a battery there, we just don’t know where the voltage difference is coming from.
(Like, is there a generator there? A battery? Little fairies carrying charges around?)Fun
Stuff:Here is a great simulation by the University of Colorado (One of their PhETSimulations)
that you can play around with:(If you’re not on a device that can browse the internet, just search
for Phet and the title of the sim in Google. Or, you can use the free kindle cloud reader to view
this book in an internet browser and follow the links from there.)Some things to try on the
simulation:- Make sure ‘show cores’ is checked. (Leave the two below it unchecked, though.)-
Set the voltage to somewhere around 5 volts. Now, change the resistance. What do you notice
about the resistor as you change the resistance?- Can you get the current to change direction?-
Now, keep the resistance constant. (Maybe somewhere around .5 ohms.) Change the voltage.
What happens to the current? What happens to the temperature of the resistor?- Try clicking
“Show inside battery.” The little angels that appear are sort of a joke. In reality, a chemical
reaction creates the movement of electrons.- For a more complete explanation of what goes on
in a battery, watch this youtube video by Hank Green on the channel SciShow:Here is a really
cool video about how light bulbs work by MinutePhysics:Circuit DiagramsCircuit diagrams are
like maps of circuits.Here are the symbols you need to know (there are others, but these are the
main ones you’d see in AP physics):
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Tommy Chess Coach, “Wonderful Book in the Forest Mims Tradition. I'm an EE and a lot of us
older folks learned circuits and electronics reading and studying the awesome hand-drawn
diagrams of Forest Mims. Here's an example of one of his best: 
  
The Forrest Mims Circuit Scrapbook, Vol 1

  
  
. Search Forest Mims for many of his others.I've tested nearly all of the circuits in this fine little
book, and Sarah has done an outstanding job of double checking functionality, so you don't burn
your workshop down. To be brutally honest, even some of Forest's had little resistor or power
supply errors, so not many of these are as carefully vetted at this one. Back in the day these
used to be copied from component manufacturer spec sheets, which sometimes were rushed to
press, and some errors have continued for decades.Allen is a wonderful teacher, and I've read
and reviewed most all her titles, and require them for our online tutorials. Her pedagogy is to
teach, give a problem you can try, then show you the solution. She is frankly a perfectionist and
loves her readers, and when we pointed out a graphic on another review that was a little difficult
to read on Kindle, she corrected it instantly, on ALL her ebooks!If you're getting into Ohms law,
circuit basics, etc. this is a wonderful place to start, whether for class or as a hobbyist. Sarah's
value add is to give little "intuitive" examples with a wonderful array of diagrams so you "get" a
concept in ways other than just the math. Her explanation of little diagrams showing position vs.
momentum, for example, casually shows how this underlies all differential and integral calculus,
and although fine for a High School audience, the point illustrates aspects of QED and
Heisenberg uncertainty (the inability to resolve position and momentum simultaneously, or any
conjugate Fourier for that matter-- time/frequency, sound, MRI images, etc.) in a way much more
intuitive than taught in physics classes.Highly recommended, for the price, I'm getting my
grandkids her whole series for school! You can find them all on her author's page.”

CDP's Onceagain habit of purchasing, “Electric Circuits (Stick Figure Physics Tutorials) [Kindle
Edition] by Sarah Allen. I have a limited background in electrical work and old electronics and I
am reading this Kindle book to help me in my study and review of the subject matter and it is



very good in getting the information about circuits to the reader. I gave it 4 stars to start and I will
return when I am through the book and can elaborate more. So far, the explanations do help me
and a person reading this book will be lead through many descriptions of the circuits given and
they are described and explained very well. It helps for me to have been exposed to working
circuits in the past in electronics classes and some limited theory in an electronics engineering
basic course or two in college, but there is still some explanation I will need on a few of the
concepts of potential energy reviews as I am in need of more study here. To this old novice, the
explanations don't always come off the pages as well as I would like, but I've found that is me
and with some more study of it, it will eventually come. I like this book, for most of it's delivery
and detail and I do recommend this Kindle book to someone who is studying topic of electrical
engineering as this is a very well written book about circuits. Its descriptions of circuits and
components, gives the reader a good amount of knowledge about electric circuits and it also
delivers a little information concerning the generation of power and electricity. I like this book a
lot and recommend it for one who is interested in circuit explanation, of which each builds
knowledge you take with you to the next circuit you will study.”

RedDogAlpha, “The author laid out the fundamentals in a way that I could easily grasp.. I have
read a lot of books on electronic circuits and/or electrical engineering. I am what you would call a
"Maker" who is self educated in electrical engineering. When I read this book, the author laid out
the fundamentals in a way that I could easily grasp. The explanations and step by step
processing of the math used to analyze circuits is second to none. This book should be priced at
around $20-$30, but for the few bucks I paid, I gained a lifetime understanding of the magic
behind electrical circuits, and that is priceless. Thank you Sarah Allen for making this book
available to me and the world! I look forward to more titles from you.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great tuturial for beginners. I have a background in electronics and I
reviewed this e-book. I gave it 4 stars since the explanation does help a person to be exposed to
circuit theory, but there still needs to be a more elaborate explanation on the potential energy
section. To a novice, the present explanation is not completely clear with some of the diagram.
But for the most part, I would still recommend this e-book to someone who is starting in this field.”

Hita1, “Neat. This is a very neatly written book about circuits. Humble in its descriptions it does
not attempt an encyclopedic treatise on the subject but gives the reader a fair amount of
knowledge about the subject of electric circuits even dwelling a little bit about the essentials of
electricity and its generation. I liked the book very much.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great intro to beginning Electronics. Having taken 1 High School
Physics class 2 decades ago and 2 Semesters of College physics a decade & a half ago, this
book was more nostalgia than review. I do recommend this book for anyone who has taken and



passed basic high school science classes and needs a basic knowledge of electricity.”

Well done easy read, “A next book would be nice.. It's very good. lots a new approch. I like it.no”

A L Baker, “Basics. I found this useful but obviously only to a point The circuit information is
good but it could have been improved by slightly more information”

jose augusto mannis, “recebido em boas condições. recebido em boas condições”

maro, “Five Stars. excellent”

The book by Sarah Allen has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 106 people have provided feedback.
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